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ABSTRACT

The nine lines or points related to Chemical, Biological, Radiological and Nuclear agents (CBRN)
pocket response card represents a quick form that the operator can entirely fill with critical
information of his investigation during the 5-10 first minutes after his arrival on the scene. The idea is,
that, in a very short time, all the necessary information will be shared directly with other emergency
services or emergency management services, so that everybody is aware of what they are dealing
with, and what kind of equipment and personnel needs to be deployed or dispatched. This card is
intended to implement a harmonized model of information flow between first responders, being able
to act more quickly in prevention, first aid, and managing the incident at the scene, whether it is an act
of terrorism, traffic accident or standard industrial incident. The card will be available for different
emergency services, such as police, fire department, civil protection units and emergency first
responders. This will help to integrate the different missions that every single emergency management
system (EMS) unit has to cover.
Keywords: Chemical, Biological, Radiological and Nuclear (CBRN); Hazardous Material
(HAZMAT); response card; first responder; emergency management system (EMS).
1.

INTRODUCTION

Looking at the developing threats of Chemical, Biological, Radiological and Nuclear (CBRN) /
Hazardous Material (HAZMAT) incidents (Interpol, 2017), it is important for first responders to have
basic knowledge of CBRN / HAZMAT response and the related possible complications. Moreover,
first responders should also have basic knowledge of decontamination and personal protective
equipment (PPE). With adequate basic knowledge of CBRN / HAZMAT response, the adoption of the
CBRN / HAZMAT 9-liner pocket response card and a minimal amount of training, first responders
would be capable of communicating in a fast and easy way the required information for an
appropriate action plan and the right dispatch of units during a CBRN / HAZMAT incident.
During an incident or attack occurring with CBRN agents, having the right information at an early
stage is crucial (Garcia et al., 2011), since it involves the agent implicated in the event, and to
determine if it is a terrorist attack or just an accident. At the same time, it will also specify which
protective equipment needs to be worn for first responders rushing in. In this regard, to better analyze
the difference between deliberate attack or accident in a CBRN incident, it is important to define what
are CBRN threats (CEEP, 2017).
CBRN agents are weaponized or non-weaponized chemical, biological, radiological and nuclear
agents that if used for terrorist purposes could cause extensive damage to both the population and
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infrastructure. Weaponized materials can be used to create conventional weapons (e.g., bombs),
improve and enhance existing explosives (e.g., mixtures of fuels and fertilizers), or advanced and
enhanced conventional weapons (e.g., dirty bombs) (Cavallini et al., 2014). Generally, nonweaponized materials are classified as Dangerous Goods (DG) or HAZMAT, and can include
contaminated food, livestock and crops (Pellegrino et al., 2012). An accidental CBRN incident may
result from human error, tainted food products, technological failure or a natural disaster, and may
include spills, leaks or airborne releases. These accidents are usually identified as DG (dangerous
goods) or HAZMAT incidents (Pellegrino et al., 2012). Contrarily, intentional releases of hazardous
materials are deliberate criminal acts, such as for example: purposeful dumping of chemicals or
radioactive waste by industries to avoid regulatory requirements, or any kind of terrorist acts using
CBRN agents (Santella & Steinberg, 2011). Despite the fact that the response to a CBRN incident
whether intentional or accidental always remains the same, intentional CBRN incidents also imply
special conditions related to territorial responsibility, public security and international relations
(Coppola, 2006). Whether accidental or intentional, the impact of a CBRN event can be significant.
The necessary information gathered during CBRN / HAZMAT events may come from various
sources, such as intelligence services or any other civilian emergency response unit (Jalalzai, 2016).
Most of the time, the first person on the scene (referred to as the first responder) has no special
equipment or training to deal with a CBRN / HAZMAT incident (HENDON, 2017). While arriving
on scene, the first responder receives a basic set of information from the dispatcher. Frequently,
arriving on the scene, the first responder realizes that the information received is not complete and
important parts are missing. This usually happens because the citizen who called in was in shock or in
fear, and missed out on communicating important information. The CBRN / HAZMAT 9-liner pocket
response card will contribute to overcome these problems and it will help the first responders to
gather all necessary information and be able to:
i)
ii)
iii)
iv)

Protect himself correctly;
Communicate important information;
Create, adapt security perimeter;
If possible, and necessary, evacuate and rescue citizens.

This paper will discuss on the items in the response card and their importance, as well as the training
and knowledge required by first responders to fill up the card.
2.

CBRN RISKS

2.1

Chemical

A chemical is considered hazardous if it has high levels of toxicity, flammability, and reactivity,
causing potential damage to organs and tissues. Exposure to these substances can occur via inhalation,
skin contact, ingestion or injection. Hazardous chemicals (e.g., toxic industrial chemicals - TICs) that
may be dispersed in environment accidentally include petroleum substances (e.g., gasoline, liquid,
natural and gases) and those used at industrial level (e.g., pesticides and chlorine) (Micha owicz &
Duda, 2007). Chemical weapons released deliberately are often classified according to their effect on
organisms. Nerve gases (e.g., SARIN, VX, and VR) enter the body through skin contact or inhalation,
attacking the nervous system (Ganesan et al., 2010). Lung irritants (e.g., chlorine and phosgene) are
inhaled and cause serious damage to the respiratory system. Vesicants (e.g., mustard gas) damage the
skin, and if they are absorbed can also affect other areas of the body. Depending on the severity and
duration of exposure, the effects may include temporary illness or injury, permanent complications or
death (Ganesan et al., 2010).
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2.2

Biological

Biological warfare agents (BWA) achieve their intended effects due to the dispersion in the
environment of microorganisms (e.g., viruses and bacteria) or toxins, and the consequent possibility to
cause a communicable disease in affected people (except for toxins, which are not infectious)
(Cenciarelli et al., 2013). These events include natural spread of an infectious disease (e.g., influenza
and SARS epidemics, or Ebola virus disease outbreak in West Africa in 2014) (Cenciarelli et al.,
2015), accidental dispersion of an agent (e.g., an accident in a laboratory where normally an agent is
used), or intentional release as a terrorist act (e.g., letters containing anthrax spores, USA 2001)
(Ludovici et al., 2015). The main characteristic of the biological agents is their capacity to multiply in
a host over time. The disease that ensues is the result of interaction between the biological agent, host
(including the immune status of the host) and the environment (e.g., sanitation and population density)
(Eisenberg et al., 2007). Intentional release of aggressive biological agents aims to strike a large
number of people, causing serious illnesses and spreading infections (Ludovici et al., 2015).
2.3

Radiological

Radiological risks occur due to exposure to excessive doses of harmful radiation (open sources).
External radiation occurs when the radioactive material, in liquid or powder form, enters into contact
with the skin or the clothes of the individual, while the internal contamination occurs with the
ingestion / inhalation of radioactive substances (Rojavin et al., 2011). Accidental radioactive sources
include natural underground reserves (e.g., uranium or radon gas) or leakage from facilities storing
radioactive waste (e.g., spent fuel from nuclear power plants) (Barnett et al., 2006). In contrast,
intentional releases may result from the radiological dispersal devices (RDDs), (e.g., dirty bombs),
which trigger explosions that disperse radioactive material in the environment; or radiological
exposure devices (REDs), which do not cause explosions but are hidden sources of radioactivity
designed to unknowingly expose people to radiation (Barnett et al., 2006). The effects of radiation on
health depend on many factors, including the source, amount of emitted radiation and exposure
duration. Significant exposure concentrated in a short time can cause acute radiation illness and even
death. Instead, low long-term exposures (e.g., during working life) increases the likelihood of
developing chronic diseases, including various forms of cancer (Scott, 2004).
2.4

Nuclear

Nuclear accidents are those that directly result from the detonation of a nuclear device or from
accidents that may occur in a nuclear power plant (e.g., Chernobyl and Fukushima), and the related
release of large amounts of energy, resulting in the dispersion of a large amount of radiation, pressure,
and heat (Bushberg et al., 2007). Nuclear accidents have the potential to cause catastrophic loss of
lives and destruction of infrastructure (Will, 2011). Fortunately, nuclear weapons that various terrorist
groups could obtain are relatively small, because of the great difficulties in obtaining a substantial
quantity of radioactive material (Ferguson, 2005).
2.5

Psychological Warfare Related to a Terror Attack

A terrorist attack can be defined as any kind of incident that aims to terrorize and spread fear into the
population. The intentional use of CBRN materials may create great panic and fear and the population
may become violent while trying to survive. Such scenarios imply massive casualties to civilian life
and property (Crenshaw, 2011; Kiras, 2014).
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3.

CBRN / HAZMAT 9-LINER POCKET RESPONSE CARD

The CBRN / HAZMAT 9-liner pocket response card is firstly directed to law enforcement officers,
who have no specialized training on CBRN / HAZMAT. Since it is crucial to receive all the needed
information as fast as possible during a CBRN / HAZMAT event, this paper includes a description of
the card that could be used to help gather all essential information to evaluate the situation. Thanks to
this simple card, the emergency response dispatcher will be able to delegate the right and necessary
units to the incident / attack. The response card (Figure 1) may be used for various emergency
management system (EMS) services. The distinction can be made upon the color on the upper part of
the chart (Table 1).

Figure 1: The 9-liner response card.

Table 1: Color of the card and emergency services related.
Color
Dark Blue
Red
Orange
Clear Blue
Green

Service
Police
Firefighters
Civil Protection
Health Emergency Services
Military

The first line in the card is important to know the exact time when the incident happened. This could
be very useful to perform calculations on spreading or mutation of the agent over time, or the level of
intoxication that could be present. At the same time, this information may be used later on for police
investigations and report writing. The second line indicates where the agent was found or released.
This would help to know how to control the contaminated area or the eventual need for packing
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equipment. This information will also be used to make the necessary calculations on what the
dispersion zones could be, facilitating the elaboration of an evacuation plan.
The third line is devoted to the agent that has been used if the conducted investigation was a success.
This will help in using the adequate PPE and the right medical response. If the agent is unknown
because there are no labels present giving some indications, the box unknown on the chart may be
ticked. However, the chart also offers the possibility to insert the signs and symptoms observed, in
case some characteristic of the agents effect could help to define the agent implicated. This
information is important so that the right decontamination product can be chosen and applied. The
fourth line indicates the number of casualties. This will help to dispatch enough ambulances, and also
give the hospitals enough time to prepare for large amounts of patients. If the first responder is unable
to investigate the agent that was used while observing and writing down observed symptoms, the
medical personnel has time to advise and prepare accordingly to the agent involved with antidotes or
medical counter measures. Not only will this information help medical personnel to be prepared from
a logistical point of view, it also gives the required information for choosing the right level of PPE for
the response.
The fifth and sixth lines include important information that need to be communicated. Depending on
what area the incident happened, the weather may have greater implications on the incident. This will
help, together with all the other accumulated information, to calculate the contaminated zone,
evacuation zones and perimeter security that needs to be set in place; PPE that needs to be handed out;
and what information should be given to the citizens to protect themselves. Knowing the three
different states of agents (solid, liquid and gas), every product has its own boiling point (BP), where it
may change its physical characteristics. Depending on the temperature present, and the known agent
or product involved, the necessary actions can be taken to avoid the boiling being reached to prevent
further damage, or health and safety issues for the surrounding areas.
The seventh line is a reminder to write down who was contacted and gave orders, so that later on
when the report needs to be written, the correct person of contact (POC) is written down. This will
help to make it easier for the follow-up. The eighth line gives an indication of which units were
involved. This may help in administrating afterwards the right information, debriefing or request to
the right unit. The ninth point is designed on the principle of the sandbox. The first responder can
draw in all the related information, and make adequate changes as soon as they appear. In doing so,
the first responder always has the information up to date, and is able to provide at any moment the
right ones. This point is like a sandbox, where all the additional information is drawn on the 3-layer
zone system, including wind direction, staging area, distance of the spill / contamination,
decontamination line, emergency line and decontamination corridor.
4.

TRAINING & KNOWLEDGE NEEDED FROM EMS OPERATORS TO FILL IN THE
RESPONSE CARD

The training required for operators would be a very short and time-saving education, getting them all
the basic knowledge they need, using the referenced material, such as the Emergency Response
Guidebook (ERG) (Brown & Dunn, 2007), helping them to select the right PPE (personal protective
equipment), since the safety of the operator on scene comes first (PAHMS, 2016). The selection of the
right PPE can avoid contamination, and secure the health and safety of the operator.
Defining zones. Getting to know the 3-layer zone system, (N. J. S. P., 2016) and what would be set in
place for contaminated casualties, the operator could not just only send in the correct information but
also prepare the zone depending on weather conditions (Reason, 2016).
Predicting the weather in sight. The operator would receive basic knowledge on assessing the wind
from the ground by having some very low-cost wind measurement tools. Basic knowledge on wind
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strength measurements while observing its surroundings by using, for example, Swiss military
weather kit (Gasic et al., 2009).
Hazardous material. The training and education needed for the operator are basic knowledge of the
different dangerous goods regulations classes (DRG) (PAHMS, 2016) and their health and safety
issues they can face in any kind of accident or incident. (N. J. S. P., 2016).

5.

CONCLUSION

The 9-liner pocket response card presented in this work and the right training dedicated to it would be
a very good basic knowledge for operators responding to any kind of CBRN / HAZMAT incident, by
being able to do very a quick and correct scene assessment, and setting up the needed security and
safety parameters. This card and its combined training would be a strong tool to helping to save and
protect lives quicker and faster in cost effective manner.
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